owing trianglees list the anglles and sides in ascending oorder of size.
In the follo
25.

26.

C

277.

8
A

9
11
B

Technical Writing
28. Discusss the relationsships between the
t lengths of the
t sides of a trriangle and thee measures of tthe triangle’s aangles.
29. Explaiin why three seegments of ran
ndom lengths caan’t always be put together too make a trianggle.

Sectio
on 3.3 – Congruenc
C
ce
Definition 3.1
11

Tw
wo triangles aree congruent if aand only if theiir correspondinng angles are
con
ngruent and theeir correspondiing sides are coongruent.

vious definition
ns of congruennce: Two trianggles are congruuent, i.e. the “ssame”, if
This is the logical extension of our prev
t same shapee (which is deteermined by thee angles) and thhe same size (w
which is determ
mined by the siides).
they have the

EF . For exampple, C
Notice how
w the "correspo
onding" part works. Each parrt of ABC "m
matches up" too a part of DE
correspond
ds to F and AB
ds to DE . How
w do you decidde which parts go together? F
For purposes oof deciding
A correspond
whether orr not two triang
gles are congru
uent, you match
h the congruennt parts. I paireed AB and DE
E because AB  DE .
Could I have paired, say, DE and BC ? Sure. But itt wouldn't havee helped me ass far as showingg the triangles are
congruent because those segments aren
n't congruent.
c
we write
w
this just liike we do withh segments and angles: the naames of the objjects with
When two triangles are congruent
 in the middle.
m
The orrder of the letteers in the namees of the trianglles matters. Thhey have to be arranged so thhat you can
tell which parts
p
correspon
nd. Looking back
b
at our exam
mple if we deccide to call the first triangle ABC then wee have to

EF . Because AB
call the seccond one DEF
p of ABC we have to maake DE the firrst part of the ssecond
A is the first part
triangle's name
n
because AB
a congruent to
o each other.
A and DE are
Example 1 – Corresponding Parts

If MNO
O  XYZ list the pairs of co
ongruent anglles and sides.
The anglees are the easy part. You justt match the firsst letter from M
MNO with the ffirst letter from
m XYZ, the secoond letter
with the second
s
letter, etc.
e That givess us:
M
  X

N  Y

O  
Z
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w do the samee thing but we take the letterss in pairs. For example, the ffirst two letterss of MNO and tthe
For the sides we
first two letterrs of XYZ tell us
u that MN  XY
g the second annd third letters tells us that NO
X . Matching
N  YZ . The last
set is the one that’s a little leess obvious. For this pair, wee have to matchh the first and third letters froom each groupp.
That tells us that MO  XZ .
Example 2 – Writing
W
a Congruence Statem
ment

Rewrite MN
NO  XYZ ass an equivalen
nt statement with
w the letterss in a differentt order.
The easiest waay to do this is just to “shift” the letters. Fo
or example, I taake MNO and sshift the M to tthe end of the llist I
get NOM. No
ow, if I do the same
s
thing with the other triaangle, I’ll get Y
YZX. Since I ussed the same ppattern on both
lists, NOM  YZX is goin
ng to be an equ
uivalent statem
ment. You can confirm this bby finding the ccorresponding
angles and seg
gments from eaach statement and
a confirming
g that they’re thhe same. For eexample, the corresponding
angles from MNO  XYZ
Z are
M  X

N
N  Y

O  Z

O
O  Z

M  X

and the angless from NOM
M  YZX are
N  Y

The order of the
t angles in th
he lists is differrent but both lissts pair all the same angles frrom the first triiangle with anggles
in the second. If you make a list of the corrresponding seg
gments, you’lll get a similar rresult.
Example 3 – Comparing
C
Tria
angles

Write a statement that the triangles belo
ow are congru
uent.

i by looking at
a the angles. I f we pair up thhe congruent anngles we get
The easiest way to do sometthing like this is
A  X, B  Z and C  Y That means iff we write our first
f
triangle ass ΔABC, the seecond triangle w
would have to be
ΔXZY so that the pairs of co
orresponding an
ngles are in thee same order inn both lists. Thhat makes our ffinal congruencce
BC  ΔXZY.
statement ΔAB

P
Proving Tria
angles Are Congruent
G
Given two pairs of triangles itt's usually a ch
hore to show th
hat all three paiirs of corresponnding angles annd all three paiirs of
ccorresponding sides
s
are congrruent. It turns out that it's possible to show that two trianggles are congruuent without
sshowing that alll six pairs of parts
p
are. The following
f
postu
ulate and theorrems show how
w we can show
w triangles are
ccongruent using
g a smaller com
mbination of an
ngles and segm
ments.
Posstulate 3.1 (Th
he
SSS
S Postulate)

Two triangles are congruent if the thhree sides of onne triangle are
congrueent to the correesponding sidess of the secondd triangle.

T
There’s a really
y simple way to
o confirm Posttulate 3.1: Get three sticks off different lenggths and arrangge them in diffeerent
trriangles. You should see thaat, no matter ho
ow you arrangee the sticks, youu always get thhe same three aangles in the
trriangle.
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Theorem 3.6 (The
SAS Theorem)

Two triangles are congruent if two sides and the included angle of one
triangle are congruent to the corresponding sides and angle of the second
triangle.

Theorem 3.7 (The
ASA Theorem)

Two triangles are congruent if two angles and the included side of one
triangle are congruent to the corresponding angles and side of the other.

In Theorem 3.6, “included angle” refers to the angle formed by the two sides. Looking at the

C

triangle to the right, the included angle for sides AB and BC would be B, the included angle

A

for sides AB and AC would be A and the included angle for AC and BC would be C.
Similarly, the “included side” refers to the side that two angles have in common. For example,
the included side for A and B would be AB , the included side for B and C would be BC

B

and the included side for A and C would be AC .
Example 4 – Proving Triangles Congruent

Example 5 – Proving Triangles Congruent

Suppose you want to show that EFG  PQR .

Is CDE  BAE if l || m?

What would you have to show to use the SSS
Postulate? What would you have to show to use the
SAS Theorem?

We know that CD  AB
l
C
D
because the diagram says
E
so. We also know that
DCE  ABE and
m
CDE  BAE because
B
A
they are the alternate
interior angles of a pair of parallel lines. So now we’ve
shown that two pairs of corresponding angles are
congruent14 and that the segments between them are
congruent. According to the ASA Theorem this makes
CDE  BAE .

To use the SSS Postulate, you have to show that the
corresponding sides are congruent. That means we
would have to show that
EF  PQ

FG  QR

EG  PR

With the SAS Theorem, we have more flexibility. We
would have to pick two sides and the included angle
from the first triangle, say EF and FG for the sides
and F for the angle. Then we have to take the
corresponding sides and angles from the other triangle.
PQ corresponds to EF , QR corresponds to FG and

Q corresponds to F. To use the SAS Theorem, we
have to show that those corresponding parts are
congruent, i.e.
EF  PQ

FG  QR

F  Q

In Example 4, there are three combinations you could have chosen to use the SAS Theorem. If you wanted to list all of
the possibilities, you should start by picking another pair of sides from the first triangle, say EF and EG , and their
included angle and matching them with the corresponding sides in the second triangle then, finally, picking the third pair
of sides from the first triangle, FG and EG , and repeating the process with them.

14

Be very careful here: We mean corresponding angles of the two triangles, not corresponding angles of the parallel lines.
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Warning

Strategies – Proving Triangles Congruent

In Example 5, we could have ignored the side and
shown that all three angles are congruent. (The
remaining pair are vertical angles.) Claiming that this
is enough to make the triangles congruent would have
been a major mistake. There is no Angle-Angle-Angle
or "AAA" Theorem. To see why, draw a triangle and
then draw a second one with the same angles but whose
sides are twice the length of the original.

First, think about what you're given. If you're told that
two pairs of sides are congruent then you should look
first at the SAS and SSS theorems because they both
involve at least two pairs of sides. Similarly, if you
know two angles you should look first at the ASA
theorem because it's the only one that involves two
angles.
When you're working these sorts of problems, or really
almost any kind of geometry problem, use the picture.
For this kind of problem, in particular, as soon as you
convince yourself that a pair of sides or angles has to be
congruent mark it that way on the diagram. Being able
to physically see the relationships you know exist is
easier than trying to keep it all in your head.

It’s very important that you use only the combinations
of angles/sides that are specifically mentioned in the
postulate and theorems in this section. Using anything
else will quickly lead you into trouble.

Example 6 – Proving Triangles Congruent

Example 7 – Proving Triangles Congruent

Find the congruent triangles in the figure below.

In the diagram below, assume that AB  BC ,

This kind of
problem, where
two of the
triangles share
B
a side, is pretty A
common. Take a look at ABD and CBD . We

EF  DF and AB  EF and both triangles are
isosceles.

D

C

know that AD  DC and AB  BC because they're
marked that way. We also know that DB  DB
because a segment always has the same measure as
itself. So know we've shown that each side in ABD
is congruent to a corresponding side in CBD .
According to the SSS Postulate that's enough to say that
ABD  CBD even though we haven't proven
anything about the angles. In fact, now that we know
the triangles are congruent we can conclude that the
corresponding angles are congruent.

There’s a lot of information
that we have to sort through
here so let’s take it a piece at a
time. Because EF  DF , we
know that F is a right angle

C

A

B

D

E

F

and, because EF  DF , we
know that B is a right angle. That means that they
both have the same measure, 90, so they must be
congruent, i.e. B  F.
We already know that one pair of adjacent sides to
angles B and F are congruent, i.e. AB  EF . This
makes me think we can use the SAS Theorem but, to
do that, we need to show that CB  DF . To do that,
notice that AB  CB and EF  DF because the two
triangles are both isosceles. But because AB  EF
that tells us that CB  DF which gives us the other
included sides of the right angles. Now we have two
pairs of congruent sides and the angles between them
so we can claim that the triangles are congruent by the
SAS Theorem.
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Exercises
Draw a triangle that's congruent to each of the triangles in questions 1-3. Mark the pairs of corresponding sides
and angles.
1.

2.

3.

Rewrite the following statements with the letters in an order that is different but still correct.
4. ABC  ABC

5. RPG  MPR

6. PQR  LMN

Assume that the triangles in questions 7 and 8 are congruent. Based on the angle/segment markings write a
statement like those in questions 4-6 for each pair.
7.

8.
A

C

C

Y

R
Q

B

A

P

X
Z

B

Assume that  A   Q , B  R and C  S .

Suppose you wanted to show that ABC  MNO .
9.

What congruences would you have to show to use the SSS Postulate?

10. Give one possible set of congruences that you could show to use the SAS Theorem.
11. Give one possible set of congruences that you could show to use the ASA Theorem.
The following pairs of triangles are congruent. Explain why using the SSS Postulate, the SAS Theorem or the
ASA Theorem.
12.

C

Y

A

F

Assume that
 A  C .

E

15.

B

Assume that QP  TS
Q

D

P

R

C

B

D

E
A

14.

A

C

X

Z

B

13.

T

S
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